


Why this Product Technology behind this Product

We know customers love online 
shopping but there is a 

huge problem of return rates as
 Online Shoppers

 don't find their Best Fit 
so to solve this major problem 
we developed My Size, where 

we give 
AI Based Accurate Sizing solutions

 where online shoppers 
find their Best Fit & Dress Fitting 

Recommendation
along with dynamic ratings.

It’s a complete 
AI Based product 

where we deliver results
 in an api format

 and the whole technology
 runs through an embedded 

code structure. 
Technology fulfills micro-service

 application 
architecture and is 

compatible with 
all stacks of technology.



End User Experience of our Product

On clicking it, there is a simple input from where users just
have to enter their Basic Details, Height & Weight, Normal
Size they wear, and upload their images, within the time
period of 10 seconds, My Size gives the Best Fit & Dress

Fitting Recommendation.











Our AI Based engine has many metrics to track down body shape & body measurements & to make our engine more
clear with the indexes we need inputs like height, weight & front & side full photos in any background. Our AI Engine is

made up of Open CV libraries and we have conceptualized machine learning on a larger basis. And users are not
confined to inputting their exact height & weight but they can input something very close to the number. So, we have

also automated our engine with double-check verification to give the perfect accuracy as our primary concern for
building the product is firstly it should be a user-friendly solution & second to give accurate results.

 

Photos are saved as cache memory and are on the server for time being for the individual session being used by the
user. We do not save images anywhere physically or digitally. It can only be saved in the user's managed and

controlled individual profile. We follow all the GDPR Policies and other Web Security compliances.
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To integrate it with any eCommerce we take the size chart of that particular brand or brand
available on that e-marketplace. Size Chart is integrated with our system and it generates a

unique token id, We pass that token id with our embed code to the user interface of the
application and My Size gets activated with a visible button.

We have a log manager to control logs and usages. 
We follow the fundamentals of the timestamp function and have different

calculations of My Size Button Clicks, Dress Fit Rating & Update Profile.
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Frequently Asked Questions
 







Thanks
W E  W I L L  W A I T  F O R  Y O U R

R E V E R T


